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Travel not leaving borders of your home!
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PART 1.
BUSINESS
PITCH
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PROBLEMS
Problem 2Problem 1
Global pandemic has reduced
popularity of outdoor sports as cycling

Since the borders are closed, people
cannot travel as they used to do

PROBLEMSPROBLEMS
PROBLEMSPROBLEMS
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IT'S
JOHN!
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And he adores travelling and espeically cycling, but

now John is sad becuase he cannot keep doing his

hobbys!

But what can John actually do?

Ughh...
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V-ROADWAY
our John can travel around the world not leaving borders of

his house. Today he's going to visit Paris and tomorrow he

plans to visit Mars. Let's wish him good luck!

Paris
4GB

But thanks to 

7851



CYCLE EQUIPMENT
MARKET ANALYSIS
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Since our project is brand

new for the market, it grants

us flexibilty and highlights us

between other competitors

FEATURES 

COMPETITORS
ON THE
MARKET
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2021
2022

2023
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anual size of
the marketbillions of $

year

64 %

ANALYSIS
Over 64% of the

market belong to 

the huge companies

like Adidas or Nike.
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AFFORDABLITY

SAFETY

REALISM

OUR
CORE
VALUES



PRESENTATION
PART 2.
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SMART BRACELET

VR GLASSES

The smart 

bracelete sends

iformation to a 

specially developed app

on the user's device. 

The app processes the data, converts it into speed

according to the route, and displays the image on screen

of the phone which is inserted in the glassesDESIGN 7851
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HARDWARE 

SMART
BRACELETE VR GLASSES ANY SMART

PHONE EXERCISE BIKE

3-5$ 11-18$ 100-1000$ 75-250$

NEED TO BUY NEED TO BUY EVERYONE HAS MANY HAVE

self-production

7851
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SOFTWARE
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1 - Creating the map 2 - Adobtation 3 - Sound realization 4 - Downloading 5 - Usage

We download the most

popular tourist routs at the

Google Streetview. In

addition, we can recorde

some of the places by

ourselves. In the future we

also plan to create models

of fantastic places.

After that, we adobt the

materials to make the view

more smooth and realistic.

Separatly we record the

sounds to immerse the

user to the atmosphere of

the place

Before the ride, user

downloads the map to

avoid any difficulcies with

internet connection during

the ride

During the ride, the smart

bracelete sends user's

speed to the phone in the

glasses and it adjust to the

dynamic of the user

7851



IMPACTIMPACT
IMPACTIMPACT
IMPACTIMPACT
IMPACT
IMPACTIMPACT
IMPACTIMPACT

Gives people a chance to visit world-

famous places without violating

quarantine limits

Attracts new people

to cycling 

Motivates users to

cycle more

Reduces the level of depression

caused by quarantine routine

Educates users about  history and

culture of other countries and

places
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INNOVATE TO
MOTIVATE
MOTIVATE TO
INNOVATE


